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Dayton's Alternative Spaces Residency Program

1977-1983
Wright State University Art Galleries
Creative Arts Center
3640 Colonel Glenn Hwy.
Dayton, Ohio
Colonel White High School for the Arts Gallery
501 Niagara Avenue
Dayton, Ohio
April 7-May 5, 2002
The exhibition is divided between the two galleries;
in April, the exhibitions will switch locations.
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DAYTON'S ALTERNATIVE SPACES
RESIDENCY PROGRAM: AN OVERVIEW
Making a piece is giving a small part of your life
a piece of time which is not only your time but also
the time of the piece and the shared time together of
all the people who were there.
Anne Healy, Quintessence 3 (1980),39

I

n the late 1970s or earlier 1980s, if you had eaves
dropped on a conversation in a New York loft or a
popular gathering place for artists, you might well have
heard a sculptor being congratulated on completing a
piece for Dayton's Alternative Spaces Residency Program.
Dayton had developed an innovative approach to public art
programming, one that from the outset had attracted the
participation of nationally known artists.' Financial support
came from ongoing grants from the National Endowment for
the Arts' relatively new "Art in Public Places" program, and,
from 1979-80 on, the Ohio Arts Council. The city donated
administrative services, materials, and construction assistance.
A "town-gown" collaboration, the six-year program
(1977-1983) was the brainchild of two individuals known as
"ideas" people: Paul R. Wick and Edward H. Levine. Wick was
the administrator who headed The Dayton City Beautiful
Council, a division charged with initiating projects to improve
the city's appearance. Levine chaired Wright State University's
Department of Art and Art History, which had presented some
of the more cutting-edge art tendencies through exhibitions,
artists' projects, and public programs. Both men were excited
about the comparatively new concept of displaying work in
"alternative spaces"-that is, moving art out of its traditional
home in the gallery or museum and into unexpected, more
everyday settings. This approach, which challenged the
separation between art and life, imbued art with increased
vitality, gave it an "edge." Especially crucial to the program's
organizers was bringing a wider public into contact with art, a
priority that is not surprising, given the 1970s art world's
social and political engagement.
Although the experimental work intended for Dayton was
not the kind of art a general audience would readily compre
hend, Wick and Levine argued that this aspect of their
program only confirmed its non-elitist orientation. True, the
pieces would challenge the layperson's understanding, but to
do otherwise would be to deny an opportunity for growth,
not to mention patronize the public by assuming inability to
grapple with and ultimately grasp the artists' visual and
conceptual concerns. 2 The program also provided the poten
tial for mutual education and accommodation. "The artist's
view of artistic activity and concomitant rights," as Wick
noted, would have to "be reconciled with the rights of society
as interpreted by a community."3

Wick functioned as the program's impresario. Joshua
Neustein, one of the 1979-80 artist-participants, described
him as having "the 'all or nothing' aura of the magician, the
foreman, the circus master." Wick, he enthused, "brings worlds
together adapting the function to the condition, the artist to
the environment, the people to the artist." It was a unique
approach to administering a city art program, with Wick
viewing his role as "not to oppose or refute, but to coalesce
and transform."4 In late 1978 Levine departed Wright State to
become Dean of Faculty at the Minneapolis College of Art and
Design. Wick, who had by then acquired considerable knowl
edge in the contemporary area, became sole project director.
In 1980 he, too, left Dayton, to pursue other interests, having
overseen three seasons of vital, engaging work. Artists he was
considering (and in some cases had contacted) for projects
provided an important program resource. Wick's successor,
Suzanne Domine Mitolo, assumed not only his responsibilities
but those of his administrative assistant, Susan Zurcher, who
had edited and served as chief photographer for Quintes
sence, the catalogue series documenting the projects. Mitolo
ably helmed the program through its second three years,
taking it in certain new directions. Her imagination and
resourcefulness were important in sustaining programmatic
efforts, as were her enthusiasm and low-key, friendly manner,
a distinct advantage in arrangements depending heavily on
personal interaction. Zurcher had left the program to pursue
her own career in sculpture, inspired by three years of
working closely "with fifteen of the best artists in the
country."s

An Innovative Public Art Program

U

nder the Alternative Spaces residencies, five artists
were invited to Dayton yearly to carry out projects
intended to be temporary. The actual construction
was limited to ten working days. Site selection was
unusual in that artists explored widely and freely, choosing
the environment that most attracted them. No location was
automatically ruled out, the city attempting to secure any
needed permission. Wick emphasized that unlike the usual
alternative space-a singular and continuously used, non
traditional venue for experimental work-in Dayton, under
city sponsorship (most alternative spaces were privately
operated), "the entire cityscape became an alternative
space."6
Dayton's program was indeed exceptional in giving artists
complete autonomy in site selection and making ephemeral
work the norm in a city's ongoing public art program. Arts
advocate Joan Mondale, wife of then Vice-President Walter
Mondale, in visiting Dayton in 1979 to view Mary Miss's
Staged Gates, called its artists program "an incredibly unique

arrangement, unlike any other in the nation."7 Miss herself,
writing to a local newspaper to thank the Parks Department
and others involved in the work, noted that "Dayton has one
of the most advanced visual arts programs in the country, and
is being looked to as a model by other cities."B
Each artist received a thousand dollar fee for developing
and carrying out the work and a budget of the same amount
for materials. Corporations and other organizations donated
some of the materials, an aspect that was not only expedient
but reinforced the sense of the program as communal. Help
with construction and other assistance was provided by an
extreme ly eclectic mix of individuals, many of them volun
teers. The work force included city administrators and
personnel (project directors Wick and Mitolo-and Wick's
assistant Susan Zurcher-pitched in, as did City Beautiful
Council Chair Tim Patterson, who, with his wife Sharon,
hosted many project artists at their home), local artists, grade
school through university art instructors and their students,
union personnel, employees from a wide range of businesses,
and community groups and organizations. In short, any
interested individual could participate. Wick noted with
satisfaction the increase in participant diversity between the
first and second years of the program,9 while Patterson recalls
a tendency for those in contact with the program to become
enthusiastically supportive, including "some of the least likely
people."lO
Although the makeup of the work teams varied, assis
tance was often supplied by Wright State students. Ed Levine
and University faculty member and sculptor Tom Macaulay
encouraged student involvement, valuing the opportunity it
provided for hands-on experience and immersion in contem
porary aesthetic issues. The program's administrators created
additional educational opportunities by organizing artist talks
and community events and celebrations revolving around the
projects."
Most of the projects were removed after being in place
for periods ranging from a few weeks to a year.12 Often some
specific consideration-perhaps nothing more than the space's
being needed for another use-determined the duration of a
piece. Artist Joshua Neustein fastened on the demand for
removal, appropriating it so that it became part of his piece.
"The sculpture," he observed, "will be complete when journal
ists, government people or public pressures demand that the
piece be torn down."13 The projects' ephemeral nature offered
some distinct advantages, both pragmatic and psychological.
It facilitated securing permission to use privately owned sites
and, in striking contrast to the cost of permanent pieces,
rendered a shoe-string budget capable of supporting materi
als and other costs. Importantly, too, it increased public
tolerance for the non-traditional and sometimes provocative

nature of the work-tolerance often leading to acceptance
and, ultimately, enthusiastic endorsement.
For the artists, considerable attraction would have resided
in a program that while operating under NEA sponsorship and
offering professional documentation, represented an opportu
nity to work experimentally away from substantial critical
scrutiny. Although some artists ultimately chose not to depart
significantly from established formats, the possibility of
exploring new avenues was inviting and an inducement to
accept fees lower than might be charged for temporary work
in more usual East-West Coast settings. Artists did, indeed,
experiment; Donna Dennis, for example, produced her first
outdoor sculpture, and Alice Adams departed from wood
construction to create a piece in metal.
Community involvement in the program provided
additional appeal for a population of artists that tended to
emphasize the social and political dimensions of art. A related
attraction was working in the country's heartland. For artists
largely based in major urban/art centers in the East, the
Midwest romantically represented a "coming home," a
touching base with reality at its most profound level.
Neustein, for instance, described his Dayton hosts, the Tim
Pattersons, as "not prey to the media, fashion or hype that
dominate the East and West Coasts." He noted, "In Dayton
there is skepticism of the power brokers and impatience with
intellectual acrobatics" and declared that working in the city,
"I came face to face with stouthearted America."14
Dayton, like many places in Middle America, has been
treated as a test-market for new products. Wick's approach
extended that test-marketing model to art. He contended
that artists "must try new ideas, obtain the reaction of a more
diverse public than they normally encounter and have access
to a laboratory where notions about art, aesthetic taste and
spectator behavior can be tested." He noted that the ideal
outcome would be to "generate additional questions and the
investigation of new aesthetic ideas."15 Wick's thinking seems
also to reflect Dayton's long association with invention.
Among its contributions, in addition to the Wright brothers'
planes, are the cash register, self-starting engine, flip-top can,
and stepladder.
The program's experimental nature encouraged other
kinds of innovative thinking. The Dayton Art Institute pur
chased one of the completed projects, Mavin' On (For Jesse
Owens) by Charles Ginnever, who had held an artists residency
at the museum years before. The Art Institute opted to have
the steel geometric abstraction remain on its site in the
downtown's major greenspace, making it "the first American
museum to acquire a major work ...located away from its own
grounds."16

•

Project Documentation

T

he projects were documented by a series of hand
somely produced catalogues titled Quintessence.
The initial layout was developed by Zurcher and
local designer Bob Bingenheimer, with
Bingenheimer continuing under Mitolo's editorship. The
catalogues' photographs represented work-in-progress,
including artists' interactions with fabricators and community
participants; differing views and details of the projects; and
the community viewing and interacting with the pieces. An
exception here was the documentation of Michael Singer's
sculpture. Anticipating the tendency for visual documentation
(especially in the case of temporary work) to become the.
piece itself, Singer requested that only photographs of his
finished sculpture be published. 17 He exploited the conflation
of photo-image and work to expand conceptually on his piece
(a ritual gateway constructed of bent bamboo stalks and
grasses in a difficult-to-access area of DeWeese Park),
specifying that the documentation include views from the
same vantage point at three different times of day.
Artists' statements in the catalogues ranged widely in
tone, format, and contents, sometimes varying within a given
essay. Often the artists eschewed prosaic description in favor
of an expressive style, some adopting a verse format to
emphasize the poetic in their work. Krzysztof Wodiczko
underscored the political activism of his slide projection
project through an assertively framed discourse on the
authoritarian voice. Beginning with the third Quintessence,
each catalogue also included a critical essay providing an
interpretive overview of the year's projects, written by Ohio
arts professionals.18 Also in 1980, two major programmatic
changes were adopted for implementation in the following
year: artist selection was to be turned over to a jury, and Ohio
artists would be regularly represented among those selected.

Press and Community Reaction to
the Program

T

he projects received coverage in the city's two
newspapers, the Dayton Daily News and Journal
Herald-the Journal Herald's.cri.tic, Walt. McC~slin,
providing some of the most Insightful discussions.
Articles also occasionally appeared in suburban publications.
Film and video artist Jud Yalkut, who had left New York for
Dayton in 1973, reported on the work to the larger Ohio arts
community through the Columbus-based art journal Dialogue.
For the most part, the projects did not encounter over
whelming hostility. Ohio Foundation on the Arts Director Ruth
Meyer credited "the spirit that has guided this program" with
helping to defuse the inevitable tension between contempo

rary artist and lay viewer, describing the organizers' approach
as "a model which many cities may in the future be tempted
to emulate."19 Although city workers, drafted to help con
struct the projects, and the general public, who both watched
and volunteered help, were often required to accept new
definitions of beauty and aesthetic significance, they tended
to believe in the artists' sincerity and trust their professional
judgment. This atmosphere of acceptance reflected extended
contact with the artists, which afforded opportunity to pose
questions and participate in or at least be exposed to discus
sions about the works. Importantly, too, projects were
conceived, largely developed, and entirely executed in Dayton
by artists working side-by-side with local assistants. 2o They
were not a product created elsewhere for Dayton and subse
quently deposited in the city.
Among the few exceptions in terms of public response
was Stan Dolega's piece for the 1980-81 season, that reaction
helping to prompt changes in Dayton's public art program
ming in the years following the Alternative Spaces projects.
The sculpture consisted of a series of twenty rough-surfaced
concrete mounds that established a line-of-sight between a
rock and tree stump in DeWeese Park. Parkway residents and
the local priority board chair questioned the validity of the
forms and material for art. Dolega, an earthworks artist, had
originally planned to work with glacial boulders rather than
concrete but was unable to do so; he felt, however, that
Mounds, as completed, largely preserved his original concept.
The challenging group complained it had not been consulted
during site selection and succeeded in temporarily halting the
work. A comment by one resident, who was "dissatisfied with
the money spent to put up a pile of concrete and then take it
down a few weeks later,"21 reflected increasing national
hostility at tax dollars supporting public art which was
impermanent and not aesthetically accessible to the larger
public. After a brief time in place, Mounds was removed to a
garden center to live out life as a parking barrier. In his
Quintessence statement, Dolega wondered whether the
sculpture, if left as installed, "might [not] have gained in
esteem and value with time."22 That same season, a sculpture
by Donna Dennis, representing the entrance to an imagined
tunnel beneath the Mad River, was destroyed by a pipe bomb.
The tile-clad structure-half-tunnel booth, half-White Tower
restaurant-represented a surreal and provocative addition to
the riverbank. The history of Dennis's piece bore out Wick's
anticipation that the projects would promote "both conflict
and growth," would exist as "an irritant....[yet also] illumi
nate."23 In her Quintessence statement, Dennis recalled
volunteer contributions (including one worker's guarding her
piece against vandalism) and her joy when a passerby bel
lowed approval of the sculpture at her. Describing her triumph

-

in the work's completion as "[wlarm and hard-earned, shared
and real," she noted that she "wouldn't have given up working
at Deeds Point, so open, so public, for anything" and declared:
"I'll take the vandalism along with it."24

Themes and Variations within
Projects

A

lthough artists were selected with visual, thematic,
and medium diversity in mind, and the works' site
specific nature also ensured differing outcomes,
certain general tendencies emerge in the projects
overall, directions identifiable as postmodernist preferences.
These include pursuing expressivity, rejecting minimalist
simplification in favor of complex visual and referential
effects, emphasizing the natural or organic (sometimes
presented in tension with the geometric), and romantically
exploring past time, as well as the concept of time itself.
Architectural forms and references abound in the projects,
partly prompted by the context of adding structures to a city
environment but reflecting, too, a general period interest in
exploring origins to underscore such fundamental concerns as
building shelters and ritual structures. Many pieces not only
sought to integrate themselves into a location but pointed up
easily overlooked aspects of a site-as if to gift the commu
nity with new appreciation for its surroundings.
The impulse to draw connections was literally embodied
in linear configurations, which artists used to frame and to
create lines-of-sight, borders, and markers. George Trakas's
Rock-Pine Pass, a low footbridge in contrasting wood and
steel, followed a pedestrian path across an open lot to link the
two site elements named in his title, the point at which the
structure changed direction marked by the schematic of a
house. 25 Also emphasizing directional movement was Mary
Miss's Staged Gates, which rose along the slope of a park
hillside, following an existing path. The opening in each of its
three walls served as a frame for higher stages of the piece,
for the pathway, and for a stump at the top of the path, this
last established as an object of pilgrimage through the
arrangement.
Both connection and enframement were prime concerns
in Niki Logis's Marker for Deeds Point, a steel sculpture
located at the confluence of two rivers. Its twin facing shapes
centered viewer focus on a totemic column (which Logis had
sited closer to embankment) and across the water, to the city's
skyline. The artist's intention was "to contain and intensify
that which is seen."26 An earlier program participant, Doug
Hollis, was similarly inspired by Deeds Point to raise framing
verticals against the sky. To these he attached a series of
nylon strips, anchoring their opposite ends in the ground.

Mirage's visually complex web vibrated with the wind,
producing sounds that called attention to wind activity in
that location. Another artist working with sound, Joe Moss,
developed campus projects for Wright State and the Univer
sity of Dayton. Moss's UD piece affirmed the private, church
affiliated institution's connection to the wider world down
town through an angled ring, positioned on a rise to catch
and amplify city sounds.
Richard Fleischner established linkages across time by
juxtaposing photographs of city sites taken at different times
and displaying them on stands at those locations. Many of
the pairs represented considerably lapsed time, underscoring
changes in the city's appearance and history. Others docu
mented only the slightest passage of time, these turning the
project as a whole into a Bergsonian comment on time as an
arbitrarily divided flow. Steve Wood's project presented
cataclysmic changes occurring in time. In the gallery space of
the Old Post Office, Wood constructed a tableau depicting a
tornado and its path of destruction, the work intended as a
meditation on human mortality. Wood's geometrically stylized
treatment of forms harmonized with the piece's serenely
classical surroundings. In contrast, John Spofforth's Origins:
Root Massage, a later work constructed on the grass outside
the Post Office, challenged the building's geometries through
a crudely mortared brick form resembling violently upended
geological strata.
Many of the projects had a distinctly archaeological
flavor. Among these were Charles Simonds' abandoned
villages in miniature and a Jackie Ferrara piece that seemed
part-ziggurat, part-sphinx. A translucent wood lath piece by
Ed Mayer romantically conjured up the remains of an ancient
sailing vessel or form of a gigantic fish, the Old Post Office
Gallery functioning as a kind of display case. On an empty
floor in an office building, Alice Aycock erected a sequence of
simple walls with attached ladders and square window
openings that recalled ancient pueblo architecture. The piece
was enclosed and required arduous physical passage through
it to disclose its configuration. Also intended for exploration
were Jody Pinto's three cinder block wells sited inside and on
the exterior of a decayed house in an historic district. Hay,
extrwding from between the wells' blocks, was intended to
make the walls "bristle," while red pigment spattered on the
wells' interior surfaces evoked violent ritual acts. Equally
imbued with mysterious significance was a series of tunnels
that Ursula von Rydingsvard inserted in the levee at DeWeese
Park. Constructed of timbers and lying partly below-grade,
each chamber contained a cluster of rigid, figure-like forms.

The Program's Evolution

A

number of projects undertaken during the final
three years (1980-1983) reveal a shift in program
orientation in that the communal element became
a more integral part of the projects' substance.
Among the factors accounting for this change were the
institution of a community-based artist selection committee
and the art education background and orientation of the
second project's director, Suzanne Mitolo (although some of
the artists involved had been selected by Wick). Perhaps most
important was the realization that in the face of rising
national conservatism and budget cut-backs on the part of
funding agencies, the program had to demonstrate more
conspicuous and multifaceted public involvement.
A good example of this new direction was a 1980-81 flag
project developed by Cindy Snodgrass, known for ~er win?
sculptures. Snodgrass's colorful flags, decorated with motifs
inspired by nature, were flown downtown, in part to celebrate
the "Week of the Young Child." Not only were most of the
pieces designed and fabricated by members of the public
working under Snodgrass's guidance, but the communal .
aspect was increased by participants' teaching learned sewing
skills to others. Here it is revealing to compare Anne Healy's
1979-80 project, Celtic Passage, which also utilized a banner
motif. Both artists' projects had a medieval/renaissance flavor,
the historicizing element more concrete in Snodgrass's case.
Healy's piece, like most of the earlier works, was more elusive
in spirit and form. It consisted of geometric configurations, in
metallic-painted frames and screen, suspended in heraldic
groups of three beneath the arches of the Helen~ Stree~
Bridge. The water-skimming shapes interacted With their
setting, creating light tracings against the bridge's shadowy
recesses, or, seen from beneath the bridge, becoming an
overlay of dark lines on the river and adjacent landscape.
Like Snodgrass's project, Nancy Bless's piece resulted from
interactions with the community. Bless's placards inside
Dayton's RTA buses featured the portraits and statements of
bus riders whom Bless had photographed and audiotaped
during interviews about their belief in space aliens.
Earthworks artist Thomas Woodruff emphasized community
function in creating (with substantial help from local resi
dents) a large, grass-covered mound to be used as a play and
staging area in the park of a long-time public housing project.
His 1982 project represented the first time an artist had
worked in West Dayton,27 a section of the city with predomi
nantly African-American residents. The following year, Pheoris
West created a mural for a health center in that same Dayton
community. West's figures-African-American couples,
families, and individuals representing different generations-

strode energetically along city streets or observed the passing
scene with an air of confidence and ownership. West's mural
and Gary Rieveschl 's project, also carried out in that final
1982-83 season, were works with strong potential for
permanence. Rieveschl's Living Room, a large ritual circle of
forty-eight arborvitae trees-a living sculpture-created a
defined yet changing space in DeWeese Park.
Some early projects-those that established paths or
gateways or framed views-seem harbingers of the later
public art strategy of incorporating art directly in~o the ur~an
infrastructure to serve more defined purposes (as In the artlst
designed plaza, walkway, or staircase). More clearly embody
ing a functional ist perspective was Tom Doyle's 1979 wood
sculpture at Triangle Park, which the artist envisione~ also
being used as a platform for fishing and general seating an~
observation. Woodruff's earth mound and the 1982 metal disk
created by Alice Adams as a viewing platform in Belmont Park
are arguably true examples of art-in-infrastructure. And there
is no doubt at all in the case of Elyn Zimmerman's 1981
design for a complex including walkways, a seating area, and
elevated observation platforms, intended as a permanent
addition to Hills and Dales Park. Since her project could not be
realized within the normal budget, and, unfortunately,
additional funding did not materialize, it remained at the
model stage. Even those early pieces embodying the architec
tural ina completely abstract, non-functional form helped
prompt this shift. As Priscilla Colt noted in the last volume of
Quintessence, "It is but a step from referentiality to function
alism and from contextualism-in-the-abstract to making
objects or constructions which fulfill a functional purpose in
the public context."28
In 1985, deciding to pursue funding for a more limited
number of projects, which would be permanent and commu
nity-focused, the city replaced its Alternative Spaces residen
cies with an "Artists in the Neighborhood Program."29 Two
major projects reflecting these aims were Andrea Blum's 1989
Street Link and Andrew Leicester's 1992 Flood Memorial Park.
Blum's piece, although differing from Zimmerman's proposal
in materials and configuration, served similar infrastructure
functions. The changes gradually instituted and eventually
formalized in Dayton's public art programming, which
represented the chief way the city could continue to sponsor
public art, brought it into conformity with other cities'
arrangements. The program as originally developed, however,
represents a significant phenomenon in the history of public
art. During its six-year run, Dayton's Alternative Spaces
Residency Program implemented a highly imaginative and
effective approach to supporting public art production, to
encouraging experimentation on the part of artists, and to
fostering productive dialogue between artists and the public.
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In effect, Dayton had created what Group Material described
in 1982 as "the ultimate alternative space-that wall-less
expanse that [no longer] bars artists and their work from the
crucial social concerns of the American public."30
Carol A. Nathanson
Wright State University
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SIAH ARMAJANI

RED SCHOOLHOUSE FOR
THOMAS PAINE
1977-78 projects
Constructed of wooden boards and corrugated
roofing. Located on a lot behind the Dayco building,
between First and Monument Streets. Artist resided in
Minneapolis at the time of the project.
"The work is designed to permit people to study
the properties of architecture in light of their
perceptions ....The view is fragmented to allow the
Photo: Suzanne Mitolo

person looking at it to see one sight but never antici
pate the entire view at one time ...."-Siah Armajani in
Sid Karpoff, '''Schoolhouse' Sculpture Latest by Visiting

1.

ALICE ADAMS

Artist," Dayton Daily News, June 2, 1978

FROM THE CENTER
1982-83 projects
Circular steel platform of concentric rings, painted
red, 8' diameter, on a concrete support. Located near
the top of a ravine slope in Belmont Park, Dayton. Still
on site. Artist resided in New York City at the time of
project.
"I liked the fact that as you walked through
[Belmont Park], you could see across acres of grassy
slope....When you stand on the disc, you become the
center of an ever-widening circle with your eyes as
the starting point for a series of radiating lines.... ln
Dayton , I worked with Bill Merker and his son in their
metal shop .... 1 had never worked with anything that
could burn you when you touched it before. The
sculpture began to have something to do with human
frailty-taking chances-doing it the hard way....When
it was finished I called it From the Center after a book
of essays about women artists by Lucy Lippard."-Alice
Adams, Quintessence 5, 1982

Photo: Susan Zurcher

3.

ALICE AYCOCK

THE TWENTIETH AOOR
A SERIES OF TWENTY-ONE
WALLS
1977-78 projects
Twenty-one sheetrock walls. with openings and
attached ladders. Each opening approximately 7 1/2'
above floor. Located in One First National Plaza.
Dayton. Artist resided in New York City at the time of
the project.
"Don't go up there expecting merely to 'see

Photo: Nancy Bless

something: It's a participatory piece. a maze. and you
have to climb your way through it. A number of
people are said to have been overwhelmed by the
exercise-one becoming so claustrophobic that he
kicked a sheetrock panel out of the maze. trying to
escape. Aycock would approve. Urban frustration is

4.

NANCY BLESS

part of what the project is about."-Walt McCaslin

ALIENS IN TRANSIT

review of several projects. "A Thing of Beauty? ......

1982-83 projects

Journal Herald. October 25. 1977

Fifty panels with black and white photo-portraits
and text based on taped conversations with bus riders.
whose photographs were taken. The interviews focused
Photo: Alice Aycock

on belief in aliens. Placed in Dayton Regional Transit
Authority county-wide buses. Artist resided in Cincin
nati at the time of the project.
"I have...noticed that when you're on public
transportation. your public and private space
overlap.... lntimate confidences are sometimes shared
between strangers in this condition of 'public
transit'.... For the following months I read everything I
could find about UFOs....Wright-Patterson and Dayton
figured prominently in this material. ... [The interviews
with bus riders confirmed Jung's suggestion] ...that
these were psychological projections. that we needed
to see these things."-Nancy Bless. Quintessence 6.
1984

6.

STAN DOLEGA

UNTITLED
1980-81 projects
Series of textured concrete mounds running
between a rock and tree stump on the grass of
DeWeese Parkway, near Neva Drive, Dayton. Artist
lived in Laramie, Wyoming, at the time of the project.
This piece was the subject of controversy, Parkway
residents attempting to halt its construction. Dolega
commented, "If others who are not artists wish to
understand art and/or an artist, I would tell them this:
Ph oto: Greg Whi te

visual artists ...often use bits and pieces of their life
experiences as a foundation for their creative
efforts.... lt's obvious that all in life is not beautiful or
fun or easy, but all is interesting and fit food for
inspiration."-Stan Dolega, Quintessence 4, 1981

5.

DONNA DENNIS

MAD RIVER TUNNEL
1980-81 projects
Structure representing an imagined tunnel en
trance, with an exit sign on the opposite river bank.
Composed of cinder block, wood, tile, neon signs, and
other materials. Located at Deeds Point, Dayton, at the
confluence of the Great Miami and Mad Rivers.
Destroyed by a pipe bomb. Artist resided in New York
City at the time of the project.
Dennis recalled visits to Dayton during her child
hood in Springfield, another city through which the
Mad River flowed. Her last stop on a site selection tour
with City Beautiful director Paul Wick was at Deeds
Point, where Wick's empty car rolled down the bank
and into the Mad River. Dennis wondered: "Would I be
ignoring a fateful sign by returning? One thing was
sure. If I did do my first outdoor sculpture in Dayton, it
would be at Deeds Point....The site had been chosen for
me."-Donna Dennis, Quintessence 4, 1981

Photo: Su za nn e Mi to lo

8.

JACKIE FERRARA

DAYTON ARCH
1978-79 projects
An asymmetrically configured piece constructed of
stacked pine planks, 10' 3" x 9' 7"

X

5' 5". Located at

Riverbend Park, Dayton. Artist resided in New York City
at the time of the project.
"I want my works to have a timeless quality, not of
today, not of tomorrow, not of 2050 B.C. I think of
them as archaeological."-Jackie Ferrara in Walt
McCaslin, "Sculptors ...They've Broken Out AllOver
Photo: Susan Zurcher

7.

Town," Dayton Daily News, October 28, 1978

TOM DOYLE

STILLWATER
1979-80 projects
A platform/whirligig-like structure, built of red
oak and white pine; 12' x 20' x 11'. Located at the
south tip of Triangle Park and angled above the water.
While in Dayton, Doyle created two additional pieces
for the Wright State campus. Artist resided in New
York City at the time of the project.
"We met a couple of fishermen and I asked them
where they caught their fish and they said, 'at the
point: So we went there and I knew that that was the
place. I liked the fact that it was at a 'place; the
confluence of the Stillwater and Miami
Rivers....Furthermore. it could be used by people to fish
from, like a dock or just to sit on and enjoy the
view."-Tom Doyle, Quintessence 3,1980

Photo: Susan Zurcher

9.

RICHARD FLEISCHNER

SITED WORKS
1978-79 projects
Photographs of Dayton sites drawn from library
sources and rephotographed by the artist; displayed in
18 pairs, to reveal changes in the site, with the period
represented by the two images ranging from minutes
to decades. Photo pairs were displayed on iron stands
near the sites photographed. Artist resided in Provi
dence, Rhode Island, at the time of the project.
"In most of my previous work I have had intimate
contact with a specific site but very little awareness of
the larger community in which the site exists. This

Photo : Susan Zurcher

project involved learning about Dayton, past and
present."-Richard Fleischner, Quintessence 2, 1979

Photo: Susan Zurcher

10.

CHARLES GINNEVER

MOVIN/ ON (FOR JESSE OWENS)
1979-80 projects
A series of five linked oblongs in Armco Cor-Ten
weathering steel, 7' x 35'

X

11', commemorating Ohio

Olympic champion Jesse Owens, who died the week
the piece was assembled. Located at Midtown (Dave
Hall) Plaza, Dayton. Still on site. Collection of the
Dayton Art Institute. Artist resided in New York City at
the time of the project.
"...we have a conditioned reflex that causes us to
translate everything in front of us into a Renaissance
idea of perspective .... My sculpture tries to tease people
away from dependence on a handicap they would be
better off withouL.."-Charles Ginnever in Walt
McCaslin, "A Movin' Piece Any Way You Look at It,"
Journal Herald, April 3, 1980

11.

ANNE HEALY

CELTIC PASSAGE
1979-80 projects
Geometric figures composed of wood, bronze
screen, and silver paint; 18' x 300' x 8". Suspended
beneath the arches of the Helena Street Bridge,
Dayton . Artist resided in Brooklyn, New York, at the
time of the project.
"PASSAGE***the act of crossing from one state of
emotion or place to another
rites of passage
Photo: Susan Zurcher

ritual acts
voyage
the way

12.

a marking of time

DOUG HOLLIS

a suspension of time
a bridge"

MIRAGE

-Anne Healy, Quintessence 3, 1980

1978-79 projects
A "wind harp" composed of nylon strips attached
to steel poles and anchored in the ground at Deeds
Point, Dayton . Artist resided in Berkeley, California, at
the time of the project.
"This project continued an extended series of
Photo : Susan Zurcher

works which are investigations into the form and
sound of natural phenomena. They consist of large,
linear surfaces which are pitched like a musical
instrument in a particular site, as a tent would be
pitched ....This was the first time I designed a piece by
going to a site and simply allowing the dynamics of
that place to create a text, a description, on which to
base the construction."-Doug Hollis, Quintessence 2,
1979

..
13.

NIKI LOGIS

MARKER FOR DEEDS POINT
1981 - 82 projects
A two-part piece composed of facing curved
elements and a column. Constructed of steel angle
irons, channel , and pipe. Located at Deeds Point,
Dayton. Still on site. Artist resided in New York City at
the time of the project.
"The juxtaposition of [the curved forms and
column] frames changing views of the horizon and the
wide expanse of sky for the strolling observer. The
crisscrossed gridwork detail on top of the column
imparts a sense of scale and locates specific points like
the crosshairs in a te lescope ....This composite pan
orama is dedicated to making the observer, who had
simply gone to Deeds Point to enjoy a portable lunch,
an active spectator of the city." -Niki Logis, Quintes
sence 5, 1982

Photo: Susan Zurcher

Photo: Suzanne Mitolo

14.

EDWARD MAYER

GILLIAN II
1979-80 projects
A translucent form suggestive of a large fish/
sailing vessel, constructed of 14,000 four-foot lengths
of rough-cut wood lath; 96' long. Located in the
Lorenz and Williams' Gallery in the Old Post Office,
West Third Street, Dayton. Artist resided in Athens,
Ohio, at the time of the project.
"The limitations of my medium are the material,
the system, gravity, the clock, and the exhibition
space."-Edward Mayer in Walt McCaslin, "It's a 'Whale'
of a Sculpture," Journal Herald, May 31, 1980

15.

MARY MISS

STAGED GATES
1978-79 projects
A series of three wood plank walls, with projecting
posts and openings, ascending a slope at Paw-Paw
Camp, Hills and Dales Park, Dayton. Still on site. Artist
Photo: Suzanne Mitolo

resided in New York City at the time of the project.

16.
"Looking at structures in the area

JOE

Moss

MAyDAY-TON
1981-82 projects

The locks from the old canal.
Stone with wood gates.
Barns, some of stone; octagonal and round.

A steel structure straddling a campus walkway at

Old covered bridges-differences in the inner

Wright State University and intended to reflect the

structure of each."

sounds of those passing through it. Artist resided in

-Mary Miss, Quintessence 2, 1979.

Newark, Delaware, at the time of his two Dayton
projects.
"At Wright State University, I decided to place a
piece on one of the endlessly long walkways to
provide an interruption to the monotony of the walk.
Photo: Susan Zurcher

It was designed to contrast visually in form and color
with the surroundings, and, acoustically, to reflect the
sounds of people walking under it."-Joe Moss,
Quintessence 5, 1982

SOUND DAYTON
1981-82 projects
A steel ring in an angled position at the top of a
hill on the University of Dayton campus, where it was
intended to amplify distant city sounds.
Though Moss's Sound Dayton functioned as a
marker high above the city, it was intended as a place
at which one could perceive both the sounds of city
and country. May Day-ton (ton being the French word
for sound), in contrast, had to be experienced by
situating oneself beneath its 'bell' and allowing the
sound to reverberate around you."-William Olander,
"Introduction," Quintessence 5, 1982

18.

JODY PINTO

THREE OPEN WELLS
1977-78 projects
Three above-ground, well-like structures, each 48"
high by 10' wide and composed of cinder blocks and
mortar mixed with hay; the walls and cement-trowled
bottoms were spattered with blood-colored pigment
mixed with water. Sited in the basement, a first-floor
room, and yard of a decayed brick house in the Oregon
Historic District, Dayton . Artist resided in Philadelphia
at the time of the project.
Photo: Susan Zurch er

17.

JOSHUA

NEUSTEIN

WHERE ARE THE MIAMI INDIANS?
1979-80 projects
A semi-circular adobe-textured construction, with

"...[the building's] walls thin as membrane. One
interior collapsed into another. Like the wells I have
excavated before, this structure, this area, will be
excavated ....A person was pushed to the wall [of the
constructed well], invited within, truncated, made
taller, repulsed."-Jody Pinto, Quintessence 1, 1978

windows and an internal mirror reflecting buildings
and the fountain on its Courthouse Square site.
Composed of cinder block, sand, clay, cement, pig
ment, wood, and mirror; 14' x 24' x 3'. Artist resided in
New York City at the time of the project.
"Call the piece a rebuke or simply an echo. It was a
reminder that we occupy this site in our turn, at the
near-total cost of a people who had occupied it much
longer and whose stewardship, if less 'advanced' than
ours, inarguably was more consonant with the nature
of the place .... For all the complaining about it, Where

Are the Miami Indians? did a good job of work in the
short time it was up."-Editorial, Dayton Daily News,
June 12, 1980
"I'd like to discover how people feel about it then
[in several months, when the piece is less novel]. I'll
come back, for doing a piece in Dayton has made me
part of its sociology."-Joshua Neustein in Walt
McCaslin, "What Is It? Simple. It's a 'Toy for the Eye;"

Journal Herald, May 3, 1980

Photo: Susan Zurcher

20.

CHARLES SIMONDS

UNTITLED
1977-78 projects
Works representing in miniature the ruins of a
village, built and abandoned by an imagined early
wandering people. Constructed of clay and tucked into
three downtown walls: at the corner of Second and St.
Clair Streets, on the south side of the Fidelity Building
at Fifth and Main Streets, and at a parking lot on the
north side of Fifth Street. Artist resided in New York
City at the time of the project.
"People stumble by and discover them. They are
Photo: Gary Rieveschl

meant to be receptacles for people to fantasize
themselves into....1think their effect is enhanced by

19.

their destruction and disappearance ....The clays and

GARY RIEVESCHL

LIVING ROOM
1982-83 projects
A planted circle of 48 young arborvitae trees, with
an entrance/exit facing in the direction of the setting
sun, 42' diameter. Located at DeWeese Park, Dayton.
Still on site. Artist resided in Berlin, West Germany, at
the time of the project.
"The project demonstrates a spatial strategy rather
than representing an object or a picture and is less
about the trees than about experiencing the growth of
the space enclosed by them."-Gary Rieveschl, Quin

tessence 6, 1984

dirt are from all parts of the world. In Dayton, I've
used materials from New Mexico, Australia, Crete, and
Germany."-Charles Simonds in Hal Lipper, "Seen Any
Little People? ...," Dayton Daily News, May 24, 1978

22.

CINDY SNODGRASS

NATURE FLAGS
1980-81 projects
Twenty-five fabric flags. produced with the
assistance of the Dayton community and decorated
with nature motifs to reflect environmental concerns.
Flown at various Dayton sites and in conjunction with
"The Week of the Young Child." Artist resided in
Pittsburgh at the time of the project.
"[The City Beautiful Council] simply said. 'Come
look at our city and do what you want: I roamed all
over the city and discovered all the unused naked
flag poles in downtown. I decided that would be an
excellent project-fill the flag poles with colorful
nature flags."-Cindy Snodgrass in Julia Tawney Combs.
"Dayton Flags to Fly High." Dayton Daily News. March
13.1981
Photo: Susan Zurcher

21.

MICHAEL SINGER

FIRST GATE RITUAL
SERIES 4/79
1978-79 projects
Constructed of bamboo and phragmites (Iong
stemmed grasses). Located in a remote. swampy area
of DeWeese Park. Artist resided in Wilmington. Ver
mont. at the time of the project.
"Getting to the place is as much a part of the
ritual as the final result....1 have a very primitive
reason for making art and objects. It clues me into my
environment. Every moment is different. I'm con
stantly adjusting the piece to respond to natural
conditions."-Michael Singer in Walt McCaslin. "Just
Getting There Is Half the Fun ....... Journal Herald. April
14. 1979

Photo: courtesy City of Dayton

24.

GEORGE TRAKAS

ROCK-PINE PASS
1977-78 projects
A low footbridge with a schematic house shape,
angularly bisecting an open lot and linking a rock and
pine tree; 11" x 10"

X

190'

X

61/2". Composed of steel,

wood, and angle-iron. Located on a vacant, city
owned lot in downtown Dayton. Artist resided in New
York City at the time of the project.
"Call it what you will-perhaps art for doing,
rather than art for looking. Is Rock Pine Pass a thing
of beauty? There's certainly a stark esthetic about its
Photo: Tim Buchman

geometry and materials, and the steel portion is
beginning to rust appealingly. But whether it's beauti
ful or not in any conventional sense isn't the point. At

23.

the very least, Rock Pine Pass has added interest to a

JOHN SPOFFORTH

ORIGINS.' ROOT MASSAGE
1981-82 projects

spot where before there had been absolutely none."
Walt McCaslin, "A Thing of Beauty? ...," Journal Herald,
October 25, 1977

A brick, mortar, and sod sculpture, sited on the
lawn in front of the classical Old Post Office building
on West Third Street, Dayton. Artist resided in Athens,
Ohio, at the time of the project.
"Nature is not like culture, it has no beginning and
ending as the conceptual life has....We project the
edifice of super-mind, like the high-standing Greek
temple with its narrative frieze of gods and goddesses,
in order to escape our unnecessary doubts about our
own existence."-John Spofforth, Quintessence 5, 1982

Photo: Katherine Fishman

26.

PHEORIS WEST

THREE GENERATIONS
1982- 83 proj ects
Mural, acrylic on wall board, 6' x 30'. Located at
the Charles R. Drew West Dayton Health Center.
Currently in city storage. Artist resided in Columbus,
Ohio, at the time of the project.
"Technique interwoven with ... heart, soul, energy,
feeling ...becomes an extremely powerful force ....1think
the quality of an art piece comes from the fact that
no matter what its subject matter-those things in it
which are universal are the things that are going to be
felt...."- Pheoris West in Richard F. Schwarze, Journal
Ph ot o: Greg Wh ite

25.

Herald, July 23, 1983

URSULA VON RYDI NGSVARD

TUNNELS ON THE LEVEE
1982- 83 projects

Photo : Suza nne Mitolo

Three cedar tunnels, partly below grade, each
containing a cluster of vertical cedar forms at one
end, their tops roughly carved; 4' x 70'

X

22'. Located

at DeWeese Park, Dayton . Artist resided in New York
City at the time of the project.
':.. [the levee's] flattened top ...felt much like a
stage on which it seemed anything could look
spectacular....The tunnels face north giving the
crowded pod shapes maximum opportunity to take
advantage of the sun's crossing the sky from East to
West."-Ursula von Rydingsvard, Quintessence 6,1984

27.

KRZYSZTOF WODICZKO

PUBLIC PROJECTIONS
1982-83 projects
Image projections on the exteriors of the Old
Courthouse, Memorial Hall, and Building 10 at Sinclair
Community College in downtown Dayton. The project
utilized 35 mm slides in black and white and color.
Artist resided in New York City at the time of the
project.
"Presenting itself publicly as a timeless functional
monolith, well camouflaged by the pale and bloodless
surface, the Wall operates behind its purifying appear
ance as a full-blooded fleshy ideological medium. To
protect its undercover activity a conspiring Wall must
be a Wall-to-itself. The Cultural aim of the Critical
Public Art is to publicly Unwall the Wall."-Krzysztof
Wodiczko, Quintessence 6, 1984

Photo : Suzanne Mitolo
Photo : Carole Kerber

28.

STEVE WOOD

HIGH ALTITUDE ROMANCE
1980-81 projects
A tableau representing a tornado that has
wreaked havoc with buildings in its path. Composed
of black and gray paper squares and glass panes.
Located in the Lorenz and Williams' Gallery in the Old
Post Office, West Third Street, Dayton. Artist resided in
New York City at the time of the project.
"Art is a ground for sharing experience. Romance
is a metaphor; a statement about the illusions of
security, our fragile mortality and tragedy as a univer
sal reality."-Steve Wood, Quintessence 4, 1981

29.

THOMAS WOODRUFF

ELKA
1981-82 projects
An earthwork, designed as an activities platform
and composed of fill and topsoil covered with sod.
Located in a small park in DeSoto Bass Courts, a West
Dayton public housing facility built in the 1930s. Artist
resided in New York City at the time of the project.
"As most of the children in the neighborhood
knew about the sculpture from the start, they quickly
assumed ownership of the piece and kept each other
off the sod until it had rooted ... .The residents had big

Ph ot o: Elyn Zimm erm an

plans for a dedication ....The theme of the day was
'DeSoto Bass: A New Beginning:" -Thomas Woodruff,
Quintessence 5, 1982

30.

ELYN ZIMMERMAN

UNTI TLED
1980 - 8 1 projects
Photo : Suza nn e Mitolo

Design for a complex to be located in Hills and
Dales Park, Dayton . Comprised of a circular seating
area in concrete and steel grate walkways and el
evated observation platforms. Not executed; a model
and drawings for the proposal exist. Artist resided in
New York City at the time of the project.
"The project...is based on principles associated with
Oriental garden design that are based upon the
accumulation of contrasting but related experiences
encountered in a tour of a given space."-Charles F.
Stuckey, Quintessence 4, 1981
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